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In 2008, AlphaLab became one of the nation’s 

first accelerator programs. Today, as a hub for 

our region’s growing software entrepreneurial 

community, AlphaLab—along with AlphaLab 

Gear—is consistently ranked as one of the nation’s 

best accelerator programs. AlphaLab’s proven, 

iterative approach encourages engagement with 

customers early and often to achieve true product-

market fit. Its portfolio includes companies such 

as JazzHR, Shoefitr and Flexable, and its success is 

due in large part to its strong corporate, investor, 

mentor and alumni networks.

Hardware — Physical product companies face unique challenges, from design for 

manufacture to logistics. With deep experience in industries such as robotics and 

industrial IoT, Innovation Works’ new sector-focused structure supports physical product 

companies at every stage, from prototype development to customer pilot introductions 

to mass production. Central to our physical product capabilities is AlphaLab Gear, our 

nationally ranked accelerator and host of the International Hardware Cup competition.

Software — Software companies must build products that customers love, 

while demonstrating repeatable, scalable customer acquisition and onboarding 

processes. Starting with AlphaLab through the Riverfront Ventures fund, 

Innovation Works’ software sector comprises companies, entrepreneurs and 

mentors with experience solving these issues and a team that has guided 

startups through every stage, from use-case definition and beta testing to 

scaling customer acquisition and company growth.

Life Sciences — Our region and its educational institutions have created 

a national model for the life sciences. Innovation Works has supported this 

community, with nearly a third of our portfolio consisting of diagnostic, 

therapeutic, medical device and healthcare IT companies. Today, Innovation 

Works integrates its capital, knowledge and networks to help life sciences 

innovators navigate challenges like regulatory strategy, reimbursement/

revenue models and building high-performance teams.

Market expertise has always been central to Innovation 
Works’ mission. In 2018, we reorganized to better align 
with our key markets, providing deeper expertise and 
broader networks to companies facing similar challenges 
at every stage.

Our  
Focus.

Over the past two decades, as Pittsburgh 

has emerged as a nationally prominent 

entrepreneurial hub, Innovation Works has 

helped propel our region’s momentum. Our 

programs and accelerators have supported 

hundreds of companies that have added 

thousands of jobs, commercialized incredible 

innovations and attracted billions in investment 

into the economy. Today, Innovation Works is 

one of the nation’s most active investors and 

a nationally recognized model for growing 

entrepreneurial ecosystems.Empowering Our Region’s Innovators
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Two Transformational  
Decades
Since 1999, Innovation Works® has been 

helping companies form the building blocks of 

growth. Today, we are one of the nation’s most 

active investors and our programs have been 

emulated around the world.

Central to this impact has been our two 

nationally ranked accelerator programs, 

AlphaLab® and AlphaLab Gear .® Together, we 

have helped the Pittsburgh region grow into a 

vibrant technology and innovation community, 

maximizing the impact of regional assets while 

diversifying the economy with transformative 

solutions. We look forward to propelling 

the region’s innovators ahead in the decades 

to come, bringing even more promise and 

potential to Southwestern Pennsylvania.
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5Riverfront Ventures® is a $24 million venture 

fund dedicated to supporting regional startups. 

Since its founding five years ago, the fund has 

invested in 13 companies and helped catalyze 

more than $210 million in investment, supporting 

companies like Wombat, Nowait and Complexa. 

Many of Riverfront’s investments help Innovation 

Works portfolio companies leverage and close 

investment rounds led by other venture capital 

firms, helping companies scale up and grow.

Five years ago, AlphaLab Gear became one of 

the world’s first accelerators focused on early-

stage hardware, robotics and other physical 

product companies. Since then, companies like 

Identified Technologies, Maven Machines and 

Trusst Lingerie have built strong foundations by 

leveraging investment, mentors, programming 

and connections provided by AlphaLab Gear. 

Central to its strategy is a new program structure 

designed to help companies achieve product-

market validation, deliver their first units and 

manufacture to scale.
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Diversify
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20Fortify
We fortify great ideas with the resources startups need, supporting entrepreneurs 

and their ideas at the early stages when they need it most. Whether it’s providing 

critical early-stage funding or connecting founders with our network of advisors 

and investors, great ideas grow when they work with Innovation Works (IW).

Multiply
We multiply the impact of those ideas. When we fuel startups with critical resources, 

there’s a multiplier effect. When companies grow in revenues and employees, when 

they use local manufacturers for expertise and as supply chain partners, the impact 

ripples through the local economy and our communities. 

Diversify
We diversify the Pittsburgh economy. Startups are serving as engines of growth 

for our region, fueling a new knowledge-based economy built on growing sectors. 

Innovation Works actively supports the diverse entrepreneurs and ideas that make 

our region more inclusive and trains startups to develop the diverse teams they 

aspire to be.

companies received 
business and/or 
financial assistance

1,140 288
companies formed 
with IW assistance

$78
million 
invested

companies received 
investment

376
products/processes 
launched with IW assistance

1,459

created  
& retained        

11,912* $2.1
billion raised 
in follow-on investment

57
exits, attracting 
major corporations to PGH

expect to grow 
in both staff & space 
within 2 years

84.5%
gained in new  

tax revenue 
for every $1 invested by PA

$3.60
jobs

have founders 
from local 
universities

72%

have a founder who is female 
and/or a person of color

50%+

have technology 
licensed from a 
local university

29%

have most or some 
of their vendors in  
Pittsburgh

86% Businesses represent  
a diverse array of 
markets, including:

• Life Sciences

• Software    

• Hardware

• Artificial Intelligence

• Advanced Materials

• Robotics

• Energy

• Consumer Products

Building on Our Region’s Momentum 
Just like the startups we support, Innovation Works (IW) continues to innovate, evolve and reexamine 

our role in the startup ecosystem to ensure that our future aligns with the promise of the region. 

By nearly every metric, Pittsburgh has seen growth over the last decade. From the number of 

applicants we see annually to total dollars invested in startups, Pittsburgh’s entrepreneurial 

community is gaining momentum. To ensure that Pittsburgh grows into a powerful incubator for 

technology companies, Innovation Works is helping promising startups to grow and scale, expand 

our base of local investors and attract more attention from out-of-town investors, all while ensuring 

that everyone in our region participates in the growth of our economy.

The Formula  While the needs of the Pittsburgh region, the economy and our markets have evolved over the past two decades, some things haven’t changed—namely, our formula for helping the region’s entrepreneurs succeed: Fortify. Multiply. Diversify.

Nova Place 
Two Allegheny Center
Suite 100
Pittsburgh, PA 15212

P: 412.681.1520 
www.innovationworks.org
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Innovation Works is Southwestern Pennsylvania’s Ben Franklin 

Technology Partner, an initiative of the PA Department of 

Community and Economic Development, and is overseen by the  

Ben Franklin Technology Development Authority. We thank the 

Commonwealth for its ongoing financial support, as well as the U.S. 

Department of Commerce’s Economic Development Administration, 

the U.S. Department of Defense, U.S. Department of Energy, U.S. 

Small Business Administration, U.S. Department of the Treasury  

and the Appalachian Regional Commission. Innovation Works also 

thanks BNY Mellon Foundation, Claude Worthington Benedum 

Foundation, Grable Foundation, Hillman Foundation, McCune 

Foundation, Microsoft Philanthropies, The Pittsburgh Foundation 

and R.K. Mellon Foundation. Innovation Works would also like to 

thank Ansys, Buchanan Labs, Catalyst Connection, Cohen & Grigsby, 

Comcast Business, Dollar Bank, EY, Fox Rothschild, IEEE, Leech 

Tishman Launchpad, Philips Respironics, Sisterson & Co. and 

StartBot for support. Finally, the success of Innovation Works and 

our companies relies on the contributions from many individuals, 

corporations and organizations who invest their time, expertise and 

capital in the region’s startup technology companies. Innovation 

Works relies on company-reported data, third-party resources and 

internal information for the figures used throughout this report.

* Conservative estimate based on jobs reported as directly attributable to Innovation Works funding 
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Over the past decade, the region’s startup community has grown by virtually every metric tracked by IW, such  

as entrepreneurs seeking IW assistance, investment dollars and deals and university activity.


